
Discover the Swiss Alps! The permanent snow, panoramic view, walk on the glacier, enjoy the fun park and be brave crossing the
peak walk! 

Information Description

Tour name Riviera-Glacier 3000 with cable car

Code produit SBG320-2

Opening Everyday from may to september

Time 08:15

Description When you think about Switzerland don’t you have in mind the image of a Swiss Chalet village slap in the lap of the
Mountains? This is Les Diablerets: ’’little devils’’, located in the heart of the Alps Vaudoises. This village entirely
made up of chalets, has great cachet and a penny to develop while preserving its heritage. 
Just looking up you cannot miss the majestic Glacier, the top is at 3000 meters. Jump in the mountains with the
Glacier 3000, dominate the snowy peaks and risk you on the only bridge in the world which connects 2 summits.
Take advantage of the fun Park and the enjoyments of the snow in winter where sleds are waiting for you. In
summer, let you tented by a descent in AlpineCoaster. The glacier offer 3000 multiple activities in an exceptional
frame. Around 3pm go down and board the bus to Montreux and enjoy a FreeTime to feel the good vibes of this
artistic city before returning to Geneva.

Duration of
circuit

10h00

Departure Bus Terminal, Place Dorcière

Return point Bus Terminal, Place Dorcière

Children
information

Infant from 0 to 3 years old, 15.-CHF
Child from 4 to 12 years old, Child's fare applicable

Included - Bus trip from Geneva <-> Col du Pillon
- Cable car to Glacier 3000
- Free access to the PeakWalk, the fun park and the chairlift 
- FreeTime in Montreux

Excluded - Roaller Coaster 
- Snowbus

Options The Options Snowbus and Alpine Coaster can be buy there.
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